Tosser Scarves
1. Toss and catch both hands._____
2. Toss and catch one hand._____
3. Toss from one hand to another._____
4. Toss and catch in the air level (feet off the ground)_____
5. Toss and catch start from a knee level and catch in the standing level._____

Tosser Scarves with a Partner
1. Toss into a bucket that is held by a partner._____
2. Toss into a bucket on the floor. Partner returns the scarf. Change jobs after 2-3 throws._____
3. Toss and catch with a partner._____
4. Catch and throw in different levels._____

Tosser Scarves with a Small Group of Three People
1. Using 3 buckets and three Tosser Scarves take turns aiming for a bucket. Choose different point values for near and far successful bucket tosses._____
2. Hold buckets on your head and try to catch a scarf that is tossed up in the air._____
3. Tuck scarves in your back pocket and play tail tag with three people._____